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1. Introduction. In [4], Dubins and Savage develop a general theory of

gambling. The gambler begins with an initial fortune /, which is a point in a

fortune space £. He may either stop at / or select a gamble y, which is a proba-

bility on F, from a set F(f) of gambles available at/. He then moves to a new fortune

/' selected according to y, where he repeats the process. A bounded utility function

u is defined on £, and the gambler's objective is to stop at a fortune of high utility.

If we let U(f) be the best he can expect to do starting at /, then we say that U is

the utility of the house. The theory uses finitely additive gambles defined on all

subsets of £, partly because of measurability difficulties which arise if the usual

measurability structure of countably additive gambles defined on a o-field of subsets

of £ is used. In particular, the utility of the house need not be measurable (see

example below).

In this paper we show that given a Borel measurability structure of the type used

by Blackwell in dynamic programming [1], the utility of the house, while not

necessarily Borel measurable, is absolutely measurable and hence its integral is

defined with respect to any Borel measure. (A function is absolutely measurable if

it is measurable with respect to the completion of the Borel sets under any measure.)

Moreover, the gambler can do as well using only measurable policies (defined

below) as he can using arbitrary policies. The assumptions, and hence the results,

are somewhat weaker than those of §2.16 of [4]. The methods used are the same

as those used in §7 of [8] to obtain similar results in dynamic programming.

§4 is somewhat of a digression and contains the following results : If (Q, fF)

is a measurable space and J5",, is an increasing sequence of countably generated

sub-a-fields of J5", then there exists a countable collection of stop rules C such that

for any stop rule t and any probability p on (fi, !F), there is a sequence of stop

rules {tm} <= C such that tm -> t with /»-probability one.

2. The gambler's problem. In this section we outline the gambler's problem as

defined in Chapter 2 of [4]. The necessary theory of finitely additive integration in

product spaces is developed there. We will make no use of that theory in this

paper.

Let £ be some nonempty set consisting of fortunes f A gamble y is a finitely

additive probability defined on all subsets of F, and a gambling house F is a function

which associates with each fortune / a nonempty set F(f) of gambles y among
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which the gambler is allowed to choose when his fortune is/. We refer to Y{f)

as the set of gambles available in Y at f.

A strategy a is a sequence a0, <jx, ..., where ct0 is a gamble and for each n>0,

on is a function which associates, with each finite sequence of fortunes (/,.. .,/„),

a gamble onifi,.. .,/„). We think of o-AA,. ..,/„) as the conditional distribution of

/n+1 if the gambler has experienced/, ...,/„ and uses the strategy a. The strategy

o- induces a probability on the space of histories 77=FxFx • • -, which we shall

also denote by o. The strategy o is available in Yatfifa0e Y{f) and on{fx,.. .,/„)

eYifn) for n^l.

A stop rule t is an integer-valued function or the set of histories H with the

property that if h and h' agree through the first r(/¡) coordinates, then r(/j) = r(/i').

Associated with each stop rule t is the terminal fortune fi, the fortune at which we

stop using t. A policy n is a pair {j, t); n is available in Y at f if o is available at/.

The utility function m is a bounded real-valued function on F, and uif) is the

utility of the fortune /to the gambler. If the gambler uses the policy n = {j, t),

i.e., gambles according to o until time t and then stops, his utility when he stops

will be u{ft). The utility u{n) of the policy n is the expected utility on stopping, i.e.,

«to = Juif) do.

The gambler wishes to find a policy n which will make u{n) as large as possible,

given his initial fortune / and the rules of the house Y, or to stop immediately

and settle for uif) if he finds that preferable. He then wishes to achieve, or at least

to approach,

U(f) = max [u(J), sup u{n)],

where the supremum is taken over those policies n available in Y at f. We call

Uif) the utility of Y at f

3. Measurable houses. Let F be a nonempty Borel set, i.e., a Borel subset of a

complete separable metric space, and let 38 be the a-field of its Borel subsets.

Let P be the set of countably additive probabilities/? on J1, and let S be the smallest

(T-field of subsets of F which makes pB a S measurable function of p for each

Be 38. Then F is a Borel set, and S is the a-field of its Borel subsets [3].

We will abuse notation somewhat by using y throughout the rest of the paper

to denote the restriction of a gamble to 3S, and will identify all gambles which

agree on 3S. If all gambles available in Y are countably additive, we will also let Y

denote the set of pairs {(/ y) \ y e T(/)} in the product space FxP.

Definition 1. A gambling house Y is measurable if:

(i)   The set of fortunes F for which Y is defined is a Borel set.

(ii)   Each gamble y available in Y is countably additive when restricted to 3S.

(iii) r = {(/;y)|yeIY/)}e#xS.

Definition 2. A strategy o available in a measurable house Y is measurable if
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<Tn is a measurable map from £x £x • ■ • x £ (n factors) to P, i.e., if on is a regular

conditional probability on (£, 86) given (fx,.. .,/„).

Definition 3. A policy -n=(a, t) is measurable if a is measurable and t is measur-

able with respect to J100, the product o-field in H.

The main result of this paper is

Theorem I. If F is a measurable house and u is Borel measurable, then U is

absolutely measurable, and for any e>0, and any f there exists a measurable policy

77 available at f such that u(n)> U(f) — e.

The following example, which is closely related to Example 2 of [1], shows that

under the conditions of the theorem, U need not be Borel measurable.

Example.    Let £ be the unit square, and for/=(x0, y0) e F, let

r(x0,y0) = {8(xo,y)\0ziyz% 1},

where 8(x, y) is the measure which assigns probability one to the point (x, y). Let

u he the indicator function of B, a Borel subset of £ whose projection D on the

x-axis is not Borel. Then U(x, y)= 1 if xe D and U(x, y) = 0 otherwise; hence U is

not Borel measurable.

Dubins and Savage also define the strategic utility of the house, V, as the best

the gambler can expect to do if he must play an arbitrarily long time before stopping

[4, Chapter 3]. We do not know if a similar result holds for V.

The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.

4. A digression about stop rules. This section develops a result for stop rules

which we will need for the proof of Theorem 1, but which is independent of the

rest of the paper. We give the result in somewhat greater generality than it is needed

in the paper, and for that reason the notation in this section is also independent

of that in the rest of the paper.

Let (Q, !F) be a measurable space, i.e., let Q be a set and F he a a-field of subsets

of Q, and let {3~n,n^\} be a nondecreasing sequence of countably generated

sub-CT-fields of F. Let T be the collection of all stop rules r, i.e., integer-valued

random variables t such that {w \ t(u>) ziri\e Fn. Let P be the set of all probability

measures p on (D, !F).

Theorem 2. There exists a countable subset C<= T such that for any t e T and any

peP, there exists a sequence {tk, k— 1, 2,.. .}c C such that

lim tk = t       with p-probability one.
k-»oo

Proof. Let ^M, n, m^ 1, be finite fields such that Fnm<= Fn-m- for all nún' and

mim', and the smallest a-field containing [Jm Fnm is Fn. Let

Cm = {t e T | t S m and [t = n] e Fnm for 1 z% n ^ m},

oo

C =   U   Cm-
m = l
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Then C is countable, since each Cm is finite, and we need only show that C satisfies

the conditions of the theorem.

Take any t e T, and any peP. Let An = {w \ t{x>) = n}. For each n, we can find a

sequence of sets B'nm such that

B'nm e ¿Fnm   and    lim PiB'nm\An) = 0,
m-* oo

where

BAA = [An iCl-B)] u [B n (£2-^)].

(See [2, supplement Theorem 1.3].) Let

Bnm = B'nm-\J B'im       for n < m,

Bmm =   ^—  U   ^i'm»
i <m

and define tm by 5nm = {cu | im(w) = «}.

Clearly fm e Cm for all m, and routine calculations show that tm -*■ r in ^-proba-

bility as w->oo; hence by a well-known theorem [6, p. 116], we can extract a

subsequence which converges to t with p-probability one.

Corollary 1. If Yn is any sequence of uniformly bounded random variables on

(D, &), then sup(eT f Yt dp is a 2 measurable function of p.

Proof. If tn -> t almost surely [p], then Ytn -* Yt almost surely [p]. Hence from

Theorem 1 and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem [6, p. 125], it

follows that

sup    Ytdp = sup    Yt dp
tec  J teT   J

for all p e P. But by Theorem 2.2 of [3], f Yt dp is a 2 measurable function of p

for each t; hence so is

sup    Ytdp.
teC   J

5. Random strategies. Let X=PxFxPx Fx ■■■, i.e., let X be the set of his-

tories of the gambler, including both his fortunes and the gambles used. Let

Xn=PxFx ■ ■ ■ xF {2n factors) be his partial history up to his «th fortune. We

will index the coordinates of * e Zby * = (y0>/i, Vi,f2, ■ ■ ■) and the coordinates of

xn e Xn similarly. We equip X and the Xn's with their product a-fields of Borel

sets.

Definition 4. A random strategy p is a sequence of p0, px,..., where p0 is a

probability on (F, S) and for näl, p„ is a regular conditional probability on

(F, 2T) given Xn. A random strategy p is available in Y at f if p0[r(/)] = 1, and for

«êl,/'n(r(/n)|yo,/1,...,/„)=l.

The interpretation of a random strategy is that the gambler selects y0 according

to p0, and moves to / according to y0. After experiencing the partial history
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(yo,A, • • -,fn), he selects yn according to pn and then moves to/n + 1 according to

y„. It is clear that to any measurable strategy there corresponds a natural random

strategy. The gambler gains nothing through the use of random strategies, as will

be shown later. We introduce them only because they are needed in measurability

arguments to follow.

Each random strategy p induces in a natural way a probability, which we shall

also denote by p, on the Borel subsets of X; i.e., p is the probability such that the

conditional distribution of yn given (y0,/i,.. .,/„) is pn{- \ y0,fx, ■ ■.,/») and the

conditional distribution of/n + 1 given (y0,/i, ••-,/«, yn) is yn. Let P* he the set

of probability measures /x on the Borel sets of X, and let X* be the smallest o-

field in P* which makes p.A a 2* measurable function of p. for each Borel subset A

of X. Let

R = {(/, p.) | p. = p for some p available in F at/}.

Lemma 1. Re^xZ.*.

Proof, p. = p for some p available in F at / if and only if the conditional distri-

bution off y given y0 under p. is y0 e F{f), and for n i 1, the conditional distribution

of/n + i given (y0,.. .,/n, yn) is y„ e F(fn) almost surely with respect to p.. The

former condition is equivalent to, for all measurable functions w on Xx,

(1) |     w{Yo,fi)dp.{y0,fy) =  i \w{yo,fi)dyoifi)dpAy0),
JXX J[y0er(/>] J

while the latter condition is equivalent to, for all n i 1 and measurable functions

won Xn + X,

(2)

WÍYo, • • -,/n, yn»/n + l) dp-iyo, • • -,/n + l)
»^« + 1

= VV(y0, ...,/», y„,/n +1) «Vn(/n + l) ^M(yo, •..»/». Yn)-
Jufn,rn)eri J

In the above integration, we use p. to denote its marginal on spaces of lower

dimension, those spaces being indicated by the variables of integration.

For «iO, let wnm, mi 1, be a sequence of measurable functions on Xn + 1 which

separates probabilities, i.e., such that if /¿^v on Xn + 1, there exists a/ such that

wni dp. # wnj dv
J Xn +  y J Xn +  y

Such a sequence exists. For example, we can let wnm, mi 1, be the indicator func-

tions of sets in a countable field generating the Borel sets of Xn + 1. For mil,

let

Rom = {if, P-) I (1) holds for w = w0m}
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and for n ̂  1, m ̂  1, let

Rnm = {if, p) | (2) holds for w = wnm}.

Each integral defined in (1) and (2) is a Borel measurable function of/and p by

Theorem 2.2 of [3]; hence each Rnm e 38 x2*, and

7? =   H    H  Rnm-
n = 0 m = l

This completes the proof.

For any p. e P*, and any measurable stop rule t, let

Hfju, 0=1 «(/() dp

and let

u*ip) = sup m(/x, 0»

ß(/) = max \u(f),   sup   «*(/*)].
L cr.ioeR J

(Any stop rule t on 7/ determines in an obvious way a stop rule on X, which we

shall also denote by r.)

We may interpret uip, t) as the gambler's utility if he were to stop a process with

distribution p. using stop rule t, and p*ip) as the best he could do using measurable

stop rules if the distribution of the process were p. If his initial fortune is/, he may

choose the distribution of the process to be any p with (/ p)e R or stop

immediately; hence Q(J) is the best he can do using random strategies and

measurable stop rules.

Lemma 2. Q is absolutely measurable.

Proof. w(p., t) is a 2* measurable function of p. for each t. According to Corollary

1, m*(p) is 2* measurable. For each real A,

B, = {(/, P) | (/, P) e R, u*ip) > X} e 38 x 2*.

Hence CK={f\ Q{f)> A}, which is the projection of BA on F, is analytic and so is

absolutely measurable [5, p. 58].

6. Proof that Q—U. We defined Q as the best the gambler could do using

random strategies. We must now show first that he cannot do better with non-

measurable strategies, and second that he can do as well with measurable (non-

random) strategies.

Lemma 3. g 3: U.

Proof. Clearly Q^u; hence by Theorem 2.12.1 of [4] we need only show that

Q is excessive for Y, i.e., that for any fie F and any y e r(/0), J" Qdy^ ß(/0).
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Since Q is absolutely measurable, there exists an Nx e 38 such that yNy = 0 and a

31 measurable v such that forf$ Ny, v(f)=Q(f). Let

A0={f\v(f) = u(f)},

and for an arbitrary e > 0, let

Re = {(/, p) e R \fe Ny u ^0} u {if, /*) e £ | »(/) > «%*)-«}.

Then y40eá?, Rse3SxzZ*, and for each/6£, the/section of Re is nonempty.

Thus by Theorem 6.3 of [7], we can find a measurable map <p from F to P* and

N2eí% with yN2=0 such that for /£ N2, <p(/) e £e. Let /> be the random strategy

which uses y as the initial gamble and then uses <p(f) if the resulting state is/, i.e.,

Po = 8(y),

/>n(y, fu Yl, ■■ • , fn)  =   [<PÍfl)]n - l(/l, ■ ■ ■, fn) for /i £ ./V

= P* forfyeN,

where p' is some arbitrary strategy and N=NX u A/2.

Let {rn} = C be a sequence of stop rules constructed as in §2, and let

An = {ftA0uN\ u(<p(f), t,) ú u*(9(f))-e for 1 £ / < n

and u{p(f), tn) > p.*{p(f))-e}.

Let t be the stop rule defined by

t(fuf2,--)=l       iffyeA0KJN

= 0/2,/3,.--)+l        iffzAn   for   nil.

Then

Q(fo) i u(p, t) =   f    M(/i) Wi)+ 2   Í    udp(f1), tn) dyify)
Ja0 n =i J4„

> JQifùdyifJ-e.

Since e was arbitrary, this completes the proof of Lemma 3. We now must show

that the gambler gains nothing through the use of random strategies.

Theorem 3. Let p be any random strategy and t be any stop rule. Then there exists

a measurable strategy o such that u{a, /)iw(p, t).

Proof. Let

^o(ro) = J fix) dp{x\y0)
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be the conditional expected utility of the policy (p, /) after the gambler has choosen

the initial gamble y0, and for n à 1, let

vAxn, yn) = J/i(x) dPix\xn, yn)

be the conditional expected utility of the policy (p, t) after the gambler has ex-

perienced the partial history xn and chosen the gamble yn. (If he has already

stopped, i.e., if r(x)Sn, then vn{xn, y „)=/■) Then

nip, 0 = J voiyo) dpoiyo)

= JJ vAxn, Yn) dpnÍYn\xn) dPixn)       for « ^ 1 ;

i.e., the expected utility of (p, t) is the expected value of the conditional expected

utility at time n for any n. We can find o0 e r(/0) such that

foK>) ̂  J Voiyo) dpoiyo);

and for «2; 1, by Lemma 2 of [1], we can find a measurable map a'n from Xn to P

such that o Ayo, /i, • • ■ ,/„) e T(/n) and

l>n(*l» CT!i(x„))  ^  J »»(*„, yn) tfPn(yn|x„).

Let p(n)=S(aó),..., S(añ-i), pn, Pn+i> ■ • •> be the strategy which uses a' for the

first n gambles and then switches to p. An easy induction argument shows that

uip,t)úuiPw,t)ú ■■■■

Furthermore, since u is bounded and all the probabilities involved are countably

additive,

lim w(p<n), i) = «(a', t).
ÏI-.00

In the sense of the definition, a' is not a measurable strategy, since <rn depends on

past gambles as well as past fortunes. However, if we define the measurable strategy

o by

^o = ao,

Onifl, ■■ -,fn)  = °'nioo,fl, Yu ■ ■ -,Yn-l,fin),

where Yi = a'Àao,fi, Yi, •••,/) for7=1, 2,...,«-1, then o' and o induce the same

probability on the spaces of histories H and X; hence w(ct', i) = w(o, r). This

completes the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3.
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